
See, Feel & Taste the Best of Scotland.

Innes Carma Tours are based in
Royal Deeside, Aberdeenshire and were established in 2018, 
with a desire to share the beautiful scenery on offer in North 

East Scotland and beyond.

Bespoke and inspirational driver guided tours offering scenic beauty, history, 
culture and local cuisine.

InnesCarma + 44 (0)7767 851154

www.innescarmatours.com              
 info@innescarmatours.com
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See, Feel & Taste the Best of Scotland.

     Absolutely amazing tour with Tom over a 2-day period.
    Highly recommend!
    The Bennett, Family, Florida, USA, July 2022.

Formed in 2018, Innes Carma Tours provide 
inspired and friendly driver guided tours,
in beautiful North East Scotland and beyond.

The tours are private, bespoke, suitable for
couples, family groups, friends, or the solo
traveller and can also include scenic
walks as part of the tour.

Tours (half-day to several days) are provided in a high specification VW Tiguan All space 
R-Line vehicle, for groups of 6 or less.

A luxury coach can be provided for larger groups.
 

Bespoke tours are offered based on your interests 
and would include one or several of the following:

Charming traditional villages Areas of natural beauty

Dramatic coastal locations

Pictish symbol stones and 
neolithic stone circles
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The Innes Carma Tours Director and Tour Guide – Tom Innes  
Born and raised in Fife, Tom left Scotland at the age of 28 and returned after 16 years 
having spent time working in England, France, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Norway 
and Ireland.  He moved to Aberdeen in 2011 and 3 years later to Aboyne on Royal
Deeside, having visited the area on numerous occasions when growing up.

After many years working as a Chartered Engineer, in 2018, Tom’s lifelong passion for 
Scottish scenery, history and culture provided the inspiration for establishing a Tour 
Guide company.
 
Tom has a University of Aberdeen Certificate in 
North-East Scotland: History, Landscape, Culture and 
Economy.

“My aim is not only to show you the best sights in 
North East Scotland but also to take you to places that 
are less well known.  I will leave you more informed on 
the history and culture of the area, however the most 
important aspect is that you have fun along the way!”

Stories of Scottish history, folklore and culture will be told along the way, by a knowl-
edgeable and friendly local guide.  There will also be a chance to sample the excellent 
local cuisine, with a stop at a local restaurant, bistro or café/restaurant.

Pick-ups and drop-offs can be arranged at your accomodation, within North East
Scotland (itineraries will be planned around your accomodation location).

Further afield trips within Scotland can also be planned on request.

Whisky and Gin distilleries Stately homes Medieval and renaissance castles 
a
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Testimonials
“Thanks again for taking us around today and sharing your knowledge, experiences, and stories about the 
area. We really enjoyed our tour!”  Cindy and Ryan, Brooklyn, USA, May 2023.

“We had an amazing day, thank you so much Innes Carma Tours!! Best guide in Scotland”.  
Alexandra and Fritz, Paris, France, April 2023.

“Thank you so much for the great tours!  We thoroughly enjoyed them as well as our time with you.  You are a 
very warm and inviting host and your mastery of the historical sites and history were obvious.  No suggestions 
for improvements, just a strong recommendation for your touring services!”.
Karen and Dan, Florida/California, USA, April 2023.

“Friendly, flexible and knowledgeable-Tom has all the qualities you would want in a superior tour guide. We 
booked two 1/2-day tours and enjoyed having a local guide who clearly loves Scottish history show us around 
Ballater and the surrounding areas. One of the highlights was exploring Kildrummy Castle.  Tom also 
provided excellent recommendations for local restaurants and sites to visit on the remainder of our trip. Highly 
recommend him!”  - Bradleigh and Glen, Dallas, Texas, USA, August 2022.

“Absolutely amazing tour with Tom over a 2-day period. Highly recommend! We saw so many things that we 
would have never seen on our own. Tom is knowledgeable, kind, patient, and fun! 5 stars!!” 
Andi, Peter and family,  Florida, USA, July 2022

“Great tours and driving! Very friendly and knowledgeable man”. - Jordan and family, Israel, July 2022.

“Tom was great. We enjoyed the visits, the scenery, the castle and distillery. Tom’s historical knowledge and 
the overall personalization of the day stood out to us. We will recommend Tom to all of our friends coming to 
Scotland.” Phil and Deb, Australia/USA, December 2019.

“Tom is excellent. Personalized everything, efficient and pleasant. A good friend and guide to have when 
touring Scotland with family.  We would definitely use him again and recommend him to anyone visiting 
Scotland and looking for a tour company and guide”. Ishan and family, India, October 2019.

“Thank you again for the wonderful day we had with you.  The day of traveling with you to see the Aberdeenshire 
countryside, Balmoral, and the idyllic villages were the highlights of my trip!” Karen and Debbie, North/
South Carolina, USA, May 2019.

Enquiries
Please enquire by email, Facebook messenger or phone for prices and further information (prices 
vary in accordance with accommodation location and tour duration).


